
Release Notes for Public PTF (2010-11-25)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX v6.18.1 Rev 6

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OX v6.18.1 Rev 9 (built 2010-11-25)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

17605   execution of unwanted javascript code in html emails possible
Stripping possible JavaScript contained in href attribute of a HTML tag.
No possible side effects.

17627   Lots of IMAP connection timeouts and connection refused error since 
update to 6.18.1
Changed connection handling in mail folder storage. Please don't rely on 
"netstat -tupen|grep 143|wc -l" output to count number of open IMAP 
connections. This command also includes connections in TIME_WAIT 
state which are managed by operating system. Moreover look for log 
lines starting with "UNCLOSED MAIL CONNECTION AFTER..." provided 
that watcher is enabled in mail.properties. 
No possible side effects.

4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none -

Changes of database schemes

- none -

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none -
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5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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